INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

The assembly of genomes from short sequencing reads is a complex computational problem. Numerous genome assemblers have been developed to address this task ([@B1]--[@B5]). Typically, when there is some heterogeneity in the sequence (e.g. non-haploid organisms, population of cells or individuals, etc.), a single reference sequence is recovered. In the particular case of non-haploid organisms that are highly polymorphic, the standard genome assemblers produce fragmented assemblies with a total size larger than expected ([@B6],[@B7]). This is because short reads are generally not sufficient to accurately recover the different haplotypes in heterozygous regions, which are reported as alternative contigs. In contrast homozygous (or low heterozygosity) regions from the two homeologous chromosomes are collapsed into a single contig. The boundaries between these two types of contigs cannot be resolved by a unique path and, therefore, they are left unlinked. The final result is typically an assembly that is highly fragmented and contains redundant contigs (i.e. same region in homeologous chromosomes). Such assemblies mislead downstream analyses, from gene prediction (i.e. fragmented gene models, apparent paralogs) to comparative genome analysis (i.e. apparent duplicated blocks, synteny breaks).

Because heterozygous contigs represent the sequence of each haploid genome and homozygous contigs represent a consensus between two or more haploid genomes, these two categories of contigs can be recognized by similarity searches and differences in their depth-of-coverage. That is, heterozygous contigs should align to other heterozygous contigs originating from the same genomic region. In addition, when the reads are aligned back to the assembly, the consensus, homozygous contigs will have a higher number of reads aligned per a given length interval than haploid, heterozygous contigs (roughly double, for diploid organisms). We took advantage of these two properties to design a novel assembly strategy that is able to cope with highly heterozygous genomes. In brief our approach consists of three main steps: (i) detection and selectively removal of redundant contigs from an initial standard assembly, (ii) scaffolding of such non-redundant assembly using paired-end, mate-pair and/or fosmid-based reads and (iii) gap closing. The resulting assembly represents a chimeric reference genome in which each heterozygous region results from a random sorting of the haplotypes. Our strategy (and pipeline) is flexible and can be implemented on top of several software tools for the assembly, mapping, scaffolding, and gap closing steps. We have applied our methodology to both, real and simulated data sets, in order to evaluate its efficacy and accuracy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Genomes and short reads simulations {#SEC2-1}
-----------------------------------

We used real data from Illumina and 454 whole genome shotgun sequencing of *Candida orthopsilosis* AY2 (NCBI accession: AMDC01) and MCO456 ([@B6]), *Dekkera bruxellensis* (AZMW01), and *Wickerhamomyces anomalus* (AEGI01). In addition, we simulated heterozygous genomes based on the small fungal genome (13 Mb *C. parapsilosis* CDC317 homozygous genome, which is organized in eight nuclear and one mitochondrial chromosomes) and the medium size plant genome (119 Mb *Arabidopsis thaliana* genome, which is organized in five nuclear chromosomes).

The simulations were performed in two complementary directions: (i) varying levels of heterozygosity and (ii) varying levels of divergence between heterozygous regions. At first, six genomes with 5% divergence between haploid genomes and increasing loss of heterozygosity (LOH, regions of the genome that lost heterozygosity through recombination) levels (0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100%) were generated using *fasta2diverged.py* v1.0 (see redundans github repository). Inserted LOH blocks sizes were modeled based on the real size distributions observed in *C. orthopsilosis* MCO456 ([@B6]) and *C. metapsilosis* PL429 ([@B8]). Secondly, 15 genomes with 40% loss of heterozygosity and increasing level of divergence between heterozygous regions (1%, 3%, 5%, 7%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35%, 40%, 45%, 50%, 55% and 60%) were generated. Subsequently, we simulated two Illumina libraries for each simulated genome: (i) 100 bp paired-end reads with 600 bp insert size (±50 bp) and 200X coverage, and (ii) 50 bp mate-pair reads with 5,000 bp insert size (±1200 bp) and 20× coverage using GemSIM v1.6 ([@B9]). In addition, we generated 50 bp fosmid-ends reads with 40 000 bp insert size (±10 000 bp) and 0.2× coverage for simulated heterozygous plant genomes. Finally, in order to run ALLPATHS-LG, we generated additional paired-end libraries: 2 × 100 bp with 150 bp insert size (so-called overlapping paired-end reads).

Heterozygous genome assembly pipeline {#SEC2-2}
-------------------------------------

Three assemblers were used to assemble paired-end reads into contigs and scaffolds: Platanus v1.2.1 ([@B10]) with default parameters, SOAPdenovo v2.04 ([@B1]) with default parameters and K-mer ranging from 71 to 91 and SPAdes v3.1.0 ([@B4]) with default parameters. For SOAPdenovo we tried all -M possible settings (0, 1, 2, 3) in a subset of the data (5% divergence and 40% LOH simulated dataset), but no significant improvements were found and therefore this option was not used. In addition, dipSPAdes, an extension of SPAdes designed to handle polymorphic genomes was used for comparison with our pipeline ([@B11]). Finally, we also tested ALLPATHS-LG v.R44837 ([@B12]) in haploidify mode. ALLPATHS-LG was ran with three libraries: overlapping paired-end (2 × 100 bp with 150 bp insert size), paired-end with 600 bp insert size and mate-pair.

We applied redundans pipeline to assembled contigs and scaffolds. Redundans consists of three consecutive steps, in this order: (i) reduction, (ii) scaffolding and (iii) gap closing (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Firstly, contigs are aligned all versus all by BLAT ([@B13]) or LAST ([@B14]). Subsequently heterozygous contigs, those having identity and overlap above defined thresholds (by default 0.51 for identity and 0.66 for overlap), are identified from the alignments and shorter contigs are removed. The reduction steps consists of the identification and removal of heterozygous contigs, based on pair-wise sequence similarity searches. Contigs resulting from heterozygous regions are expected to have high sequence identity. By default, we cluster contigs with at least 85% identity and overlapping over 66% of the shorter sequence length from each pair-wise comparison. Only the longest contig representing each cluster is kept for further analysis. Subsequently, in the scaffolding step adjacent contigs connected by at least five read pairs are joined using SSPACE3 ([@B15]). Here, the parameters of each library are estimated automatically (including mean, median and standard deviation of insert size, and relative orientation of read pairs) and the sequencing libraries are used in order of increasing insert size. The reads are aligned using the fast and flexible short and long read mapper, BWA MEM ([@B16]), instead of the standalone SSPACE3 mapper (bowtie). Finally, in the final gap closing step remaining gaps are filled using GapCloser from the SOAPdenovo package ([@B1]). Noteworthy, in the last two steps only a subset of the reads in each library is processed in order to speed-up the scaffolding and gap closing. By default, redundans process 0.2 \* 'genome size in bp' reads, for example up to 20 million read pairs from each library will be processed for 100 Mb genome (0.2 × 10^8^ bp).

![Genome assembly from short reads. Standard (**A**) and heterozygous (**B**) genome assembly pipelines are compared. Diploid chromosomes are indicated as horizonal bars with heterozygous regions marked as red and blue. Paired-end reads produced from sequencing of those chromosomes are indicated as smaller bars linked by thin lines below the chromosomes. Assemblies are indicated as horizontal bars, in the same way as chromosomes, but a single reference is produced for diploid chromosomes. Heterozygous genome assembly pipeline consists of five steps. (a) Standard de novo assembly is performed and (b) optionally gaps are closed. Obtained assembly is larger than expected and fragmented because two alternative contigs are recovered from heterozygous regions (blue and red), while single contig is recovered from homozygous regions (gray). Further scaffolding of such assembly is impossible, as homozygous contigs can be joined to any of heterozygous contigs (blue and red).(c) To overcome this, redundant contigs from heterozygous regions are removed (here the red contig) and (d) homogenised assembly is further scaffolded. (e) Finally, gaps are closed.(**C**) Schematic representation of redundans mechanisms. Redundans pipeline consists of three steps: reduction, scaffolding and gap closing. Program takes as input assembled contigs, paired-end and/or mate pairs sequencing libraries and returns scaffolded homozygous genome assembly, that should be less fragmented and with total size smaller than the input contigs. Note, scaffolding and gap closing may be executed in multiple iterations. In the first step, only heterozygous contigs are used. Paired-end and/or mate pair libraries are used for scaffolding and gap closing. The latter steps can be repeated to achieve incremental assembly improvement. Redundans is very flexible, thus any of the above mentioned step can be omitted.](gkw294fig1){#F1}

All above steps are performed automatically by the wrapper (redundans.py). The wrapper takes as input assembled contigs, and paired-end and/or mate pairs reads. Runtime parameters, including library insert sizes and read orientations, are estimated automatically. The wrapper performs all necessary steps and returns scaffolded homozygous genome assembly, that should be less fragmented and with a total size smaller than the input contigs. All mentioned thresholds and parameters can be adjusted by the user. Redundans pipeline and all programs mentioned in the text can be access publicly (<https://github.com/Gabaldonlab/redundans>).

Comparison with heterozygosity reducing tools {#SEC2-3}
---------------------------------------------

The reduction step in redundans was compared with Haplomerger v20120810 ([@B17]). In these comparisons, we performed reduction of contigs recovered by SPAdes from each simulated heterozygous fungal genome. Because Haplomerger removed only a fraction of heterozygous contigs in the first iteration, we performed two additional iterations with this tool, while only one iteration of reduction was necessary for redundans. Subsequently, we used the resulting reduced assemblies from the redundans pipeline used while skipping the reduction step (--noreduction parameter). Redundans reduction method yielded less fragmented assemblies with more accurate total size, than Haplomerger in all but two simulated heterozygous genomes (divergence of 5% and LOH of 0% and 100%) (Supplementary Tables S8 and S9).

Estimation of assembly quality {#SEC2-4}
------------------------------

We assessed the quality of the assemblies by using several parameters of general use ([@B18]). These include, number of contigs, N50, and genome completeness expressed as the ratio of the observed versus expected assembly size ([@B18]). For assemblies of simulated data the expected assembly size was known. We inferred the presence of redundant contigs/scaffolds if the assembly had a size larger than the reference. On the other hand, a smaller than expected assembly informed about the extent of missing reference genome regions. In addition, we analyzed the accuracy of each assembly by visual inspection of the alignments of its contigs/scaffolds and the reference chromosomes. The pairwise genome alignments were created and visualised using NUCmer v3.1 ([@B19]). The resulting alignments were filtered, keeping only the best alignment for each region from the query sequence, so called many-to-one mode. Subsequently, we counted large rearrangements, namely deletions, inversions or translocations, between every assembly and the respective reference genome. Additionally, we marked the reference sequences missing from each assembly. Finally, we checked by pairwise alignment of the *de novo* assemblies against the reference chromosomes, whether observed rearrangements originated from the original contigs/scaffolds (SPAdes or SOAPdenovo2) or were introduced during scaffolding. If a particular rearrangement was absent from the respective *de novo* assembly, we concluded it was introduced during the scaffolding step.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Rationale and design {#SEC3-1}
--------------------

In the course of our past and ongoing research in genomics, we have often encountered difficulties in producing high quality assemblies for highly heterozygous genomes. This problem is shared by many other colleagues, given the abundance in nature of highly heterozygous species, including hybrid species. For instance, in fungi, the number of reported hybrids has increased in the last years, of which many have been discovered in the process of genome sequencing ([@B20]). The assemblies of genomes from these highly heterozygous species are highly fragmented, which complicates downstream analyses. For instance the genome assemblies of recognized hybrids such as *Dekkera bruxellensis* LAMAP2480 (AZMW01) or *Wickerhamomyces anomalus* NRRL Y-366 (AEGI01), are highly fragmented (9167 contigs, and 3133 scaffolds, respectively) and larger (26.9 and 26.2 Mb, respectively) than those of closely related homozygous species or strains, i.e. *D. bruxellensis* AWRI1499 is 12.6 Mb in 324 contigs (AHIQ01) and *Wickerhamomyces ciferrii* is 15.9 Mb in 364 contigs (Supplementary Table S2). In the framework of the sequencing project of a hybrid strain from the emerging pathogen *Candida orthopsilosis* MCO456 ([@B6]), we obtained similar low quality initial assemblies. To solve this we devised an ad-hoc strategy to recognize and selectively remove one of the two haploid contigs from heterozygous regions. Subsequent scaffolding and gap closing steps yielded a high quality genome reducing from 5577 to 116 contigs and 14.4 Mb size to 13.2 Mb. Here, we describe the procedure in more detail and present a programmatic environment to facilitate its application. Although we have chosen a specific set of available tools to perform each step of the pipeline, it must be noted that the strategy itself is flexible and modular and can be implemented on top of different tools. In brief (see Materials and Methods for more details), our pipeline is similar to the standard *de novo* assembly methodology (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}): overlapping reads are assembled into contigs (a), contigs are subsequently joined into supercontigs using information from paired-end reads (d) and finally the remaining gaps are closed again utilizing paired-end reads (e). We recognised that the standard *de novo* assembly tools fail at the scaffolding step, as in the case of heterozygous genomes there are multiple redundant contigs that could be connected to any of the homozygous neighbours (see b in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Our pipeline proceeds in three distinct steps: reduction, scaffolding and gap closing (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Firstly, the draft assembly is simplified by removing heterozygous contigs (c). These redundant contigs represent distinct haplotypes from polymorphic chromosomal regions. Such heterozygous contigs hinder the scaffolding step. To circumvent this, in our pipeline, the clusters of redundant contigs are recognised and only the longest contig from each cluster is kept. Such reduction of complexity allows for further scaffolding. This is conducted by our in-house solution, *fasta2homozygous.py* v1.0. We have implemented two similarity search algorithms for the reduction step: faster, but less sensitive BLAT ([@B13]); and slower but highly sensitive LAST ([@B14]). The similarity algorithm is chosen based on the identity stringency defined by the user. Such design guarantees very good performance for identification of less diverged heterozygous contigs and high sensitivity for contigs from more remote heterozygous regions.

In the second step, non-redundant contigs are joined using SSPACE3 ([@B15]) (d). We decided to replace the default SSPACE aligner, bowtie ([@B21]), with BWA MEM ([@B16]), because the latter is faster, more accurate and more flexible toward longer reads and various sequencing technologies. Finally, the gaps in the scaffolds are closed using GapCloser ([@B1]). Noteworthy, scaffolding and gap closing are iteratively repeated in order to improve scaffolding with another sequencing library or reduce the number of gaps. In order to improve the performance of redundans, only a subset of each sequencing library is processed, as, generally, the genome sequencing projects provide much larger depth of coverage that is needed for scaffolding and gap closing. We next assessed the accuracy of our pipeline by assembling simulated and naturally-occurring heterozygous genomes.

Performance on simulated heterozygous fungal genomes {#SEC3-2}
----------------------------------------------------

The underlying difficulty of heterozygous genome reconstruction is the lack of a 'golden' reference that would allow the identification of possible pitfalls of the genome reconstruction process. To circumvent this, we simulated six diploid genomes in which the two haploid sequences had 5% sequence divergence and which presented varying levels of loss of heterozygosity (LOH). LOH is a recombination event that renders homozygous regions with the sequence of only one of the two haplotypes ([@B22]). Additionally, we simulated fifteen diploid genomes with increasing divergence between two haploid sequences. Subsequently, we simulated short reads from these genomes, which included typical Illumina-related errors (see Materials and Methods). Then we assembled these genomes from the simulated short reads with either a standard pipeline and the redundans pipeline. These were performed for a small fungal genome (13 Mb) and a medium-size plant genome (119 Mb).

Loss of heterozygosity {#SEC3-3}
----------------------

As expected, standard *de novo* assembly approaches (SPAdes and SOAPdenovo) obtained very fragmented genome assemblies (2237--3743 scaffolds) with increased size (119--198% of the original genome) for five heterozygous fungal genomes (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, a fully homozygous genome (i.e. LOH of 100%) was recovered in 250 scaffolds with roughly the expected assembly size (99% of the original assembly). Interestingly, the size of the genome assembly was negatively correlated to the amount of LOH (Pearson *r* = −0.9939) (Supplementary Table S2). We next applied the redundans pipeline to the contigs (Supplementary Table S3) and scaffolds (Supplementary Table S4) reconstructed by SPAdes from the simulated reads. Firstly, we removed heterozygous contigs from all assemblies (reduction). The resulting non-redundant assemblies based on SPAdes contigs and scaffolds were very close to the expected size (99--104%). The non-redundant assemblies based on contigs and scaffolds from SOAPdenovo2 were slightly larger than expected (99--125%), suggesting SOAPdenovo2 may report wrongly resolved or not overlapping heterozygous contigs/scaffolds that cannot be recognised as heterozygous by our program. Because of this observation, we decided to use SPAdes assemblies for further analysis. Subsequently, the non-redundant contigs/scaffolds were further scaffolded using paired-end (two iterations) and mate-pairs (three iterations) reads. While a single pass of heterozygous reduction provides sufficiently contiguous assemblies, additional iterations of scaffolding further decreased the fragmentation of the assembly (Supplementary Table S3). Finally, the gaps were closed. Redundas was able to decrease the fragmentation of the assemblies from several thousands of contigs to \<110.

![Heterozygous genome assemblies characteristics. The total SOAPdenovo2 assembly size (blue bars) as well as number of scaffolds longer than 1 kb (red plot) are given for reconstructed genome assemblies: one homozygous (LOH of 100%) and five heterozygous (with 5% divergence between haplomes and varying loss of heterozygosity level: 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%). Expected genome size is marked with purple baseline. The assemblies recovered for heterozygous genomes are much more fragmented (2237--3743 scaffolds) than those recovered for homozygous genome (250 scaffolds). The assembly reconstructed for homozygous genome (100% LOH) has expected size, while the remaining assemblies have size larger than expected (119.20--198.85% of expected size). The size of the genome assembly is negatively correlated with LOH level (Pearson coefficient of -0.9996).](gkw294fig2){#F2}

Interestingly, the final redundans assemblies which started from contigs were less fragmented (17--40 contigs) and more similar in size to the target simulated genome (99--101%, except 0% LOH) than those which started from scaffolds (25--225 contigs and 101%-104% of the expected size). Such an observation suggests, that *de novo* assemblers may produce some wrongly resolved scaffolds for the heterozygous genomes, as every homozygous region (usually recovered as single consensus contig) can be joined ambiguously with two or more polymorphic neighbour regions on both ends (see b in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Unexpectedly, the redundans pipeline that started from thousands of contigs/scaffolds, returned full size chromosomes in nearly all reconstructions (Supplementary Figure S1). In the case of a simulated genome with 0% LOH (heterozygous over the entire length), the full size chromosomes were reconstructed for three reference chromosomes (including the longest 3 Mb chromosome), while the remaining five were reconstructed in two scaffolds. This was true for the reconstructions starting from both, contigs and scaffolds. The simulated genome with 20% LOH was reconstructed with six full or nearly full size chromosomes and the remaining two were represented in 2--4 scaffolds. On the other hand, the assemblies reconstructed for simulated genomes with a higher level of LOH had fewer full size chromosomes ([@B1],[@B2]), if any.

In order to evaluate the correctness of each assembly, we aligned the obtained contigs/scaffolds onto *C. parapsilosis* CDC317 chromosomes, as this genome was used to simulate the heterozygous genomes and short reads (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, four assemblies for the most heterozygous simulated genomes, these with LOH of 0% and 20%, were resolved correctly (Supplementary Figure S1). The remaining eight assemblies with larger LOH levels were carrying between 1 to 4 translocations as compared to the reference (Supplementary Figure S1). No large inversions and deletions were observed. We were interested to know whether the above mentioned translocations were present in the original SPAdes contigs/scaffolds or rather they were introduced during the scaffolding process. To test this we aligned the SPAdes contigs and scaffolds onto the *C. parapsilosis* CDC317 chromosomes (Supplementary Figure S2). As standard *de novo* assemblies were highly fragmented, it was difficult to trace large rearrangements. For this reason, we assumed that most of the observed translocations were introduced during the scaffolding step in our pipeline. Nevertheless, two deletions or translocations are present in the scaffolds from the assembly with 100% LOH, suggesting that at least some of the observed incongruencies may be attributed to errors in the *de novo* contigs or scaffolds from SPAdes.

![The assembly of simulated heterozygous genome. Pairwise genome alignment of the final assembly for simulated heterozygous genome with 0% LOH and its reference, *C. parapsilosis* CDC317. Synteny blocks have been coloured accordingly to the identity level between pair of query and target sequences. The assembled genome represent a mixture of two haplomes: 5% diverged (blue or violet) and identical (red) to reference genome. In addition, two short regions with divergence of 2--3% (green and cyan) are present in HE605206. The regions with intermediate divergence were likely assembled from very short contigs from both haplomes.](gkw294fig3){#F3}

Sequence divergence {#SEC3-4}
-------------------

Similar results were obtained from fifteen simulated diploid genomes with 40% LOH and varying level of sequence divergence. Standard *de novo* assemblers produced assemblies proportionally larger to the level of heterozygosity of the genome under investigation for the entire spectrum of simulated divergences between haploid sequences (Supplementary Table S5). Interestingly, heterozygous genomes with sequence divergence close to expected sequencing error (1%, 3%) produced more fragmented assemblies (98 658 and 54 664 contigs, respectively), than genomes with higher divergence between haploid sequences. Redundans reduced correctly heterozygous regions with up to 45% divergence between haploid genomes. Higher fragmentation and slightly larger assembly was obtained for the genome with 1% divergence. We suspect that extremely high fragmentation of the initial assembly hindered reduction and scaffolding in this case (Supplementary Table S5). Although, our pipeline returns superior assemblies compared to standard *de novo* assemblers, we need to stress that the resulting scaffolds are chimeric, representing a mixture of both haplotypes (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Performance on simulated heterozygous plant genome {#SEC3-5}
--------------------------------------------------

*Arabidopsis thaliana* is a model plant having a compact genome (119 Mb) that contains 28.9 Mb (24.3%) of repetitive sequences ([@B23]). One quarter of repetitive sequence space has identity above 95%, another quarter has identity between 85% and 95%, while the remaining half has identity below 85%. These make *A. thaliana* genome a very good model for testing the usability of bioinformatics tools in plant genomics. To make this model even more challenging, we have simulated heterozygous genomes based on *A. thaliana* chromosomes by introducing various level of divergence (1--20%) and LOH (0--100%).

As expected, the initial assemblies, recovered using SPAdes and Platanus, were highly fragmented and much larger than expected (Supplementary Table S7). Similarly to what we observed in the fungal dataset, redundans correctly recognised and removed heterozygous contigs from the heterozygous plant genome. Here, it is important to note, that during the reduction step redundans removes heterozygous contigs having identity over 51% and overlap over 66% by default. Because literally all *A. thaliana* repeats have identity above 60%, it may be expected that they will be removed from the initial assembly resulting in a final assembly that is reduced in excess. Although the reduced assemblies had smaller sizes than expected (Supplementary Table S9), subsequent scaffolding and gap closing resulted in very good assemblies, with a total size very close to expected (92--102%), organised in 127--1471 scaffolds and having N50 and N90 of 811--2910 and 52--612 kb, respectively (Supplementary Table S7). Interestingly, when scaffolds returned by Platanus were used with redundans, the final assemblies were even better; 97--864 scaffolds were recovered with total size very close (98--101%) to expected and having N50 and N90 of 1796--13 602 and 163--4371 kb, respectively (Supplementary Table S7).

Performance on real data sets {#SEC3-6}
-----------------------------

As mentioned above, we had earlier applied our pipeline to the *C. orthopsilosis* MCO456 genome, an intraspecies hybrid with 4.5% divergence between parental genomes and over 80% LOH ([@B6]). To test the generality of our approach we here applied our pipeline to improve the assemblies of the highly heterozygous genomes of another *C. orthopsilosis* heterozygous strain AY2 (NCBI Assembly ID: AMDC01), *D. bruxellensis* LAMAP2480 (AZMW01) and *W. anomalus* (AEGI01). In the case of *Candida orthopsilosis* AY2 with a 14.5 Mb genome assembled in 4152 contigs represents a heterozygous genome with a high level of LOH. 1293 contigs representing 1.7 Mb were found to be heterozygous in this genome. Again, the haploid assembly of AY2 (12.6 Mb in 255 contigs) is very similar in size to the genome of the highly homozygous strain of the same species, *C. orthopsilosis* 90--125 (12.6 Mb in eight chromosomes) (Supplementary Table S1). In the case of *W. anomalus*, the first, standard assembly contained 26.2 Mb of sequence in 3133 scaffolds. This represents a heterozygous genome with low level of LOH. Nearly half of this assembly (11 Mb in 1247 scaffolds) was redundant with an average divergence of 8.6%, suggesting that it is a heterozygous genome with approximately 15% LOH (Supplementary Table S1). Similar numbers were obtained for the second version of the *W. anomalus* assembly (AEGI02). Our pipeline identified and removed 11 Mb of sequence in redundant contigs (Supplementary Table S6). The remaining 2801 non-redundant contigs were further scaffolded using publicly available paired-end (SRR072086, SRR072088) and mate-pair (SRR073582, SRR073583, SRR073584) libraries. Noteworthy, the mate-pair libraries were generated by Roche 454, but redundans was able to use these data transparently, showing the flexibility of our pipeline. We obtained a well resolved assembly (85 scaffolds), with 41 times larger N50 and 80 times larger N90 than in the original contigs (Supplementary Table S6). Interestingly, the haploid assembly of *W. anomalus* (15.1 Mb) obtained after reduction of heterozygous scaffolds is similar in size to the genome of the closely-related and homozygous *Wickerhamomyces ciferrii* (15.9 Mb) ([@B24]). Importantly, our improved *W. anomalus* assembly is less fragmented, than that of *W. ciferii* (Supplementary Tables S1 and S6, Supplementary Figure S4). Similarly, *D. bruxellensis* LAMAP2480 (AZMW01) assembly was improved from 26.9 Mb in 9167 contigs in initial assembly to 13.6 Mb in 146 contigs using just two mate-pair libraries (SRR1222155, SRR1222162).

Comparison with heterozygosity-aware tools {#SEC3-7}
------------------------------------------

Recently, the developers of SPAdes implemented a mode (dipSPAdes) specialised in the assembly of polymorphic genomes. We ran dipSPAdes on our simulated datasets. The resulting assemblies were neither very fragmented nor larger than expected (Supplementary Table S2). Surprisingly, the most heterozygous genome (0% LOH) was the least fragmented with 161 contigs, while the least heterozygous genomes (80% and 100% of LOH) were the most fragmented with 282 and 281 contigs, respectively. Importantly, dipSPAdes produced genome assemblies from 8% to 12% smaller than expected for the genomes that are not 100% heterozygous (Supplementary Table S2). In addition, dipSPAdes failed to recognise heterozygous regions in simulated genomes with sequence divergence of 1% and above 10%, reporting only 79% or below 60% of the genome, respectively (Supplementary Table S5). Moreover, the assemblies returned by dipSPAdes are more fragmented than those from redundans. In line with this, dipSPAdes assembled only the fully heterozygous (0% LOH) simulated genome correctly, while the remaining genomes were fragmented and contained several incongruencies as compared to the reference (Supplementary Figure S3). This is an important obstacle as, due to the existence of recombination, in hybrid genomes the heterozygosity rarely reaches 100% (Supplementary Table S1). Importantly, although our pipeline is as fast as dipSPAdes (Supplementary Table S3), redundans returned more complete and less fragmented assemblies than dipSPAdes. Typical computation and memory requirements of our pipeline including complexity reduction, scaffolding and gap closing is just a fraction of those necessary for *de novo* assembly. Thus, contig assembly is the most time and memory consuming step.

Another recently published method, Platanus, deals with heterozygous genome assembly by simplifying the assembly graph structures not only during contig assembly, but also during scaffolding ([@B10]). Thus, at least conceptually, Platanus uses a similar approach to redundans. We have tested Platanus on our simulated datasets. While Platanus deals well over the full spectrum of loss of heterozygosity, it fails at divergences above 10% (Supplementary Table S2 and S5). Moreover, the assemblies returned by Platanus are more fragmented than those produced by redundans. Support for polymorphic genomes have been also implemented in ALLPATHS-LG, as so-called \'haploidify\' mode. We have tested this mode on the simulated dataset with 40% LOH of heterozygosity and 5% of divergence. ALLPATHS-LG requires an additional overlapping paired-end library in order to run, so we needed to simulate such library (2 × 100 bp with 150 bp insert size). ALLPATHS-LG produced an assembly with the size close to expected (13.0 Mb), but fragmented (401 scaffolds) (Supplementary Table S2). Importantly, ALLPATHS-LG assembly process took over 6 h using 32 cores (over five CPU days) and over 111GB of RAM. Moreover, nearly 102 GB of output files were created. In contrast, redundans dealt with the same data in less than two hours using eight cores and less than 16 GB of RAM (including contigs assembly). Importantly, the assembly obtained with our pipeline was less fragmented (57 scaffolds) than the one from ALLPATHS-LG. Such high computational demands prevented us from evaluating ALLPATHS-LG on the entire simulated dataset.

The advantages of using redundans are even more clear on simulated heterozygous plant genomes. SPAdes returned very fragmented assemblies (7261--45 769 scaffolds) and much larger than expected (84--191% of expected size). In contrast, dipSPAdes assemblies were less fragmented (978--4305 scaffolds), while being severely smaller than expected (58--82% of expected size). Assemblies produced by Platanus were fragmented (1225--29 856 scaffolds), but very close to the expected size in genomes with divergence below 15% (97--105%). Redundans returned 127--1471 scaffolds, but smaller than expected (92--102%) when SPAdes contigs were used as input. Interestingly, even less fragmented assemblies (97--864 scaffolds) and with more accurate size (98--101%) were produced by redundans when Platanus scaffolds were used as input (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

###### Genome and assembly statistics

                            No. of scaffolds   N50          N90          Ns          Longest scaffold   Size \[%\]
  ------------------- ----- ------------------ ------------ ------------ ----------- ------------------ ------------
  *C. parapsilosis*   ref   9                  2 091 826    957 321      0           3 023 470          \-
  SPAdes              min   188                2607         111          0           35 992             102.61
                      max   3861               183 185      38 399       469 611     975 662            199.59
  dipSPAdes           min   47                 140 841      10 876       0           369 644            44.06
                      max   201                443 228      168 647      0           1 277 709          100.67
  Platanus            min   97                 8525         2240         7816        62 024             99.30
                      max   3503               314 901      105 072      115 364     1 233 366          156.29
  Redundans^a^        min   16                 294 087      88 621       277         870 098            99.58
                      max   109                1 880 160    557 645      73 286      3 104 871          106.17
  Redundans^b^        min   13                 432 772      179 116      3053        1 026 161          99.39
                      max   49                 1 599 252    651 286      38 113      3 144 038          100.35
  *A. thaliana*       ref   5                  23 459 830   18 585 056   185 738     30 427 671         --
  SPAdes              min   7261               1242         111          0           14 802             84.00
                      max   45 769             91 641       6562         0           786 328            190.87
  dipSPAdes           min   978                38 818       4393         0           378 250            57.99
                      max   4305               217 604      41 794       0           1 120 742          81.89
  Platanus            min   1225               9078         2304         300 250     89 082             96.80
                      max   29 856             330 677      63 136       1 907 392   2 741 383          152.32
  Redundans^a^        min   127                810 991      51 721       191 751     2 162 015          92.30
                      max   1471               2 909 961    612 329      1 830 833   9 950 963          101.68
  Redundans^b^        min   97                 1 796 239    163 909      151 424     7 206 143          97.67
                      max   864                13 602 130   4 371 075    1 162 308   28 354 754         101.29

All genomes used in this study are listed. For respective reference genomes, we provide it\'s accession together with number of scaffolds/chromosomes, N50 and N90, cumulative size of gaps and the length of the longest scaffold / chromosome. For assemblies produced in this study based on simulated heterozygous genomes with various level of divergence between heterozygous regions (1--40%) and level of loss of heterozygosity (0--100%), we provide minimum and maximum value for each of these metrics obtained. In addition, minimum and maximum percentage of expected assembly size is given.

^a^Redundans reconstruction started with SPAdes contigs.

^b^Redundans reconstruction started with Platanus scaffolds.

Comparison with heterozygosity reducing tools {#SEC3-8}
---------------------------------------------

The first step of redundans pipeline consists of heterozygous contigs reduction. To the best of our knowledge, there are no tools developed exactly for that purpose. Nevertheless, the tools that separate haplotypes from the assembly, i.e. Haplomerger ([@B17]), could be used for heterozygous contigs reduction. Thus we compared our assembly reducing implementation (fasta2homozygous.py) with Haplomerger. In brief, our solution is faster and more robust toward wide range of divergence and LOH (Supplementary Tables S8 and S9). Multiple iterations of Haplomerger (typically 2--3) are needed in order to remove heterozygous contigs. Haplomerger has problems recognizing heterozygous contigs in assemblies with 40--60% LOH and with low (1%) or high (above 20%) divergence between heterozygous regions. Notably, Haplomerger crashed on nine simulated heterozygous plant genomes, while in the three remaining cases only part of heterozygous contigs were correctly recognised and removed (Supplementary Table S9). In addition, Haplomerger is limited to diploid genomes, while our method could be used with polyploid genomes. These findings put into question the applicability of Haplomerger on larger genomes. Here, we need to stress, however, that our methodology performs only the reduction of the assembly, while Haplomerger reports contigs representing alternative haplotypes.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

We have introduced redundans, a pipeline that improves the genome assembly of heterozygous genomes. Redundans is fast, lightweight, modular, and flexible toward many sequencing technologies and library types. We show that our approach reduces the heterozygous regions with substantial divergence from the genomes under various levels of loss of heterozygosity and sequence divergence in both, simulated and real data sets. Moreover, we showed that such reduced assembly can be further scaffolded with success, resulting in full size chromosomes if mate-pair libraries are available. Redundans is superior to existing tools, resolving complete and correct assemblies by using fewer resources. Redundans is equipped with two similarity search algorithms: very fast, but less sensitive (BLAT) and slower, but very sensitive (LAST). Such design guarantees high performance in identification of highly similar heterozygous contigs and high sensitivity for identification of more remote heterozygous contigs. To provide further performance boost, the LAST alignment step is performed in multiple threads.

We need to emphasize, however, that the resulting assembly does not represent individual haploid genomes, but it is a mosaic of segments from each of the haploid genomes present in a polyploid organism (i.e. haplome). Thus, one of many haplomes is randomly chosen to fill a given heterozygous region. This is a common feature of all heterozygosity-aware methods. In order to identify individual haplomes, sequencing reads need to be realigned onto the genome assembly and re-analyzed. Although, such an assembly is somewhat chimeric, in the same way as genomes derived from several individuals as the reference human genome ([@B25]), it simplifies downstream analysis. In contrast, the typical heterozygous genome assembly is a mixture of consensus and haploid-contigs, which misleads subsequent analyses. Emerging new technologies that produce longer reads will certainly help in fully resolving the haplotype structure of heterozygous genomes. Summarizing, redundans simplifies genome assembly of polymorphic genomes, and we show that in the tested fungal genomes it is superior to other existing methods both in terms of performance and sensitivity. Our tool has been designed with heterozygous diploid genomes in mind. In principle, however, it could be applied to polyploid genomes. Redundans is freely available at <https://github.com/Gabaldonlab/redundans>.
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